
Mind Rays
Raw punk/garage noise from Ghent 
city. Their debut full length LP Nerve 
Endings (PNKSLM Recs) received a lot 
of positive reviews from all over the 
globe. For years, they’ve been known 
for their wild and intense live shows.

Tristan
Tristan is the new project of 
Belgian vocalist and composer 

Isolde Van den Bulcke, which she 
would describe as ambient jazz. 

A fusion of Lianne La Havas, 
Boards of Canada and Wayne 

Shorter.

Vyvy Zwevenepoel

'LIEBE!LIEBE!LIEBE!’ is like a onewoman 
play, endlessly repeating the same word. 
Vyvy becomes a living sculpture/a 
strange futuristic oracle living in the 
5th dimension, bringing physical healing 
and spiritual salvation to the viewer. 
More info: vyvyzwevenepoel.com
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Nymphonic Orchestra  
Technopoetry is a phrase we'd like to 
coin with this collective. Nymphonic 
Orchestra will bring you some dark 
techno while poetry is being 
incorporated in some crazy visuals. 
Music: Stijn Vanmarsenille and Brent 
Vanneste; Visuals: Thomas Delbeke; 
Words: Sarah Veders.

DWILD
Solo project of Pieter De Wilde 

(drums for Raketkanon) who finds his 
inspiration in dark electronica and 

hiphop.

Ezra Veldhuis
The work of Ezra Veldhuis is on the 
cutting edge between painting and 
installation art. Her work plays with the 
link between light and space. After all, 
space and light make each other 
tangible. More info: ezraveldhuis.com

Hanse Cora
titel : s+anding 
More information: 
instagram.com/hanse_cora
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Leroy Brothers
‘Witness Your World’ is an 
internet-based platform producing 
artworks, mashed-up by automated 
algorithms. The content of the 
images and messages function as an 
instant mirror of society: informati-
on of the immediate or the 
superficial often opposed to the 
content in photojournalism or staged 
photography. 
More info: witnessyourworld.com

Sofire DM
Jewelry designer and plastic artist 
Sofire DM exhibits sculptures to 
wear, jewels, costumes, masks, etc. 
She presents a universe of living 
images that move among people, 
something between glam rock and 
fetishism chic. More info: 
instagram.com/sofiresophie 

Thelooca
Thelooca is Thomas Delbeke playing 
with video, mapping and masking to 
avoid 16:9 screens. Mixing visuals 
with music, buildings, poetry and 
more. Forcing the spectator to 

look twice. More info: thelooca.be

Bart Uvin
This countertenor will surprise you with his heavenly 
voice while you take a look at the numerous artworks in 
the Saint Jacob’s Church.

Janne Vanneste
Janne Vanneste brings an intimate 
interpretation of her newly founded 
band Monskopoli: with only a Russian 
EM-25 and her voice, she will bring 
the environment to ‘higher realms’. 
What better place than the campfire 
for this spacey and intimate set?

Future Old People Are Wizards
A band from Gent with Stijn 

Vanmarsenille on guitar and vocals. 
Nele De takes on the bass, but 

instead of going for the classic bass 
guitar, the bass sounds are created 
by some brutal synths. Responsibility 
for the drum lines lies with Sylvester 

Vanborm.

TTN dark DJs
A strange fascination for all things 
dark binds veteran dj Thang, party 
don Tjon and musical brain Francois 
De Meyer. Inspired by the left field 
scene and with a luid-vuil-traag 
undertone, you can describe TTN as 
dirty, dark and sexy.

Drums Are For Parades
“We first had a physics discussion 
group, and then it turned into a 

band. Don't know why.”



Tim Theo Deceuninck
'Static Variations on 
Dissolution' is an 
investigation into the quiet 
state on the border between 
life and death. The series 
was inspired by a letter from 
Theo Patior (° 1922-1984). 
More info: 
timtheodeceuninck.com
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LA MONEY
Dare to take the deep dense ’n 
dark road and let LA MONEY 
transcend you into her world o’ 
magical mystery. ‘Cause when you 
follow the money, you’ll never know 
where the fuck it’ll take ya.

Simon Segers
Simon Segers rarely does anything 
other than playing the drums. He 
beats his way through time and 

space, effortlessly filling every 
corner of the Saint-Jacobs 

Church.
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Lion Beach,
is a visual boyband from Antwerp 
that creates animations and art-
work with a crazy, eclectic and 
often colorful twist. Lion Beach 
was founded in the fall of 2015 by 
Kili Manjaro, H. Vanderkamp and 
Didi gonzalez. More information: 
lionbeach.be

FOOD
By Qorn'r - Courgette, Pasta La Vista Mobiel, Acceuill, 

Layali Halab - Syrian food, The Green & Clean
Thanks for supporting our concept and artists! 

Winter GHOST is organized by Raveyards, Trefpunt en 
Afsnis Bij St Jacobs and in collaboration with 

Sfeergebied Rond Sint-Jacobs, Jacobus vzw, Helen B and 
Stad Gent.

The Guru Guru
Since 2012, The Guru Guru have been 
happily dealing in Borderline Rock. 
Live, they are a must see. With 
energy gushing from the stage, singer 
Tom balances on the verge of 
theatrical psychosis.

Rumours
The fantastic simplicity of two 

gentlewomen, two gentlemen and their 
captivating yet smudgy 

Shaman-resonance. The music delivers 
a frisking rustle, veiled by an 
oppressively dark sample-web. 

Sofire DM
Jewelry designer and plastic artist 
Sofire DM exhibits sculptures to 
wear, jewels, costumes, masks, etc. 
She presents a universe of living 
images that move among people, 
something between glam rock and 
fetishism chic. More info: 
instagram.com/sofiresophie 

Elisabeth van Dam
As a living sculpture, with her hyper 
trained body and super toned muscles, 
DOLLY reaches beyond the limits of human 
life into the animal, digital, hybrid, 
enhanced and heavenly. Her sculptures, 
like this one VOODOO CHILD, are 
self-portraits and inspired by the 
heavenly measures of her own crazy 
body. More info: elisabethvandam.com

Kevin Trappeniers
‘Uncountable Set’ stem from the perfor-
mance Asymptote and is a minimal light 
sculpture. An orange-yellow monochrome 
light box starts off with a single blink, 
continuing to produce a series of on-off 
flicker in a controlled rhythm. More 
info: kevintrappeniers.be
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STADT
STADT is organic and unrestrained. 
There is room for experiments and 
songs, 'new' and 'raddled' are 
shameless next to each other. Their 
concerts are a form of space tourism 
where both the swooner and the 
headbanger get their take.

Alien Observer
A platform where all the musical 

projects of Laurens Schnurrbart 
Marien come together. He categorizes 

his songs from instrumental to 
cheesy, pop to noise, hard to soft, 

shit, minimal, atmospheric… Every show 
will be a try-out. Expect dark & 

gloomy, noise & roomy.

Peenoise
With the floating atmosphere of the 
unknown and the unexpected hits of 

concentrated emotion, the blood- 
brother duo Peenoise takes a trip on 

experimental yet minimal guitar and 
synth.

BeraadGeslagen
The inspiring project of Lander 
Gyselinck (LAB Trio, Stuff.) and 
Fulco Ottervanger (De Beren Gieren, 
Stadt). Their debut EP is an untitled 
volume full of wonderfully orchestra-
ted chaos, brusque drum excesses and 
surprising synth-utterances. Long live 
the ‘Suikerbeat’! 

19.00  TTN DJ’S
19.50   JANNE VANNESTE
20.00   TRISTAN
20.10   PEENOISE
20.20   BART UVIN
20.45  BERAADGESLAGEN
21.05  THE GURU GURU
21.20  ALIEN OBSERVER + LA MONEY
21.35  MIND RAYS
21.45  DWILD
21.55  SIMON SEGERS
22.25  RUMOURS
22.35  NYMPHONIC ORCHESTRA
22.45  FUTURE OLD PEOPLE ARE WIZARDS
23.00  STADT
23.40  DRUMS ARE FOR PARADES
00.00  TTN DJs in Trefpunt

Sint-Jacobs Gent
27-01-2018
start: 19h

Tickets: ADD € 12,-

Continuously: expo inside the St. Jacob’s Church 
Sofire DM, Hanse Cora, Elisabeth van Dam, Thelooca, Leroy 
Brothers, Lion Beach, Vyvy Zwevenepoel, Kevin Trappeniers, 

Tim Theo Deceuninck, Ezra Veldhuis
www.ghostnight.be


